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DNA-protein alignment algorithms can be used to discover coding sequences in a genomic 
sequence, if the corresponding protein derivatives are known. They can also be used to identify 
potential coding sequences of a newly sequenced genome, by using proteins from related species. 
Previously known algorithms for computing DNA-protein alignments have one or more of the 
following drawbacks: not taking into account all aspects in problem formulation, providing 
optimal solutions that are run-time/memory expensive, and sacrificing optimality to achieve 
practical implementation. 
In this thesis, we present a comprehensive formulation of the DNA-protein alignment prob-
lem including indels, substitutions, frameshift errors and intronic insertions between and within 
codons. We then provide an algorithm to compute an optimal alignment in O(mn) time using 
only four dynamic programming tables of size ( m + 1) x ( n + 1), where m and n are the lengths 
of the DNA and protein sequences, respectively. We developed a r_rotein and DNA Alignment 
program PanDA that implements the proposed solution. Experimental results indicate that 
our algorithm provides alignments that accurately reproduce GenBank annotation in nearly 
all cases when tested on gene and protein sequences from the same organism. We also present 
experimental evidence that our algorithm produces high quality alignments and exon-intron 
predictions when aligning DNA sequences with proteins corresponding to orthologous genes 
from other species. We also present a parallel software that can be used to annotate, validate 
and improve the quality of an assembly of a genome in a large-scale. Spliced alignments be-
tween DNA sequences of the assembly and protein sequences from other organisms are done 
to achieve the same. Experimental results indicate that our software can produce putative 
annotations, while detecting candidate contigs to improve quality of an assembly. 
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CHAPTER 1. Overview 
1.1 Introduction 
Proteins and Nucleic Acids are molecules of primary importance in living organisms. Pro-
teins aid in the functioning of various biological processes. A protein is a chain of simpler 
molecules called amino acids, that are bound to each other by chemical bonds. Twenty dif-
ferent amino acids have been observed in nature and each is identified by a distinct name. 
For convenience, each amino acid is also identified by a unique three letter abbreviation or a 
unique single letter abbreviation. For e.g., the amino acid Alanine is also represented by its 
three letter abbreviation, Ala, or by its single letter abbreviation, A. In reality, a protein folds 
into a stable native three dimensional structure in order for it to be functional. For computa-
tional purposes, a protein is often considered to be a string of amino acids obtained from the 
alphabet Ev= {A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L, M,N,P,Q,R,S,T, V, W, Y}, where each x E Ep is 
the one letter abbreviation of an amino acid. 
Two kinds of nucleic acids, deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA for short, and ribonucleic acid, 
RNA for short, are present in living organisms. DNA is found natively in the form of double-
stranded helices. The two strands are called forward and reverse strands. Each strand consists 
of repetitions of a basic unit, called a nucleotide or a base. The four different types of nucleotides 
are Adenine( A), Cytosine( C), Guanine( G) and Thymine( T). Each base in one strand is paired 
with its complement in the other strand. A and T are complementary bases and so are G and 
C. For computational purposes, a DNA sequence is considered to be a string obtained from 
the alphabet En = {A, C, G, T}. RNA is similar to DNA except that it is a single stranded 
molecule and Uracil( U) is used instead of Thymine( T). U and A are complementary bases. 
Organisms that have a nucleus within their cells are called eukaryotes and whose cells lack 
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a nucleus are called prokaryotes. The genome of an organism is the set of DNA molecules found 
within a cell, in prokaryotes, and found within the nucleus of the cell, in eukaryotes. Genes are 
contiguous parts of the genome that have information encoded in them to build proteins or RN A 
molecules. In eukaryotes, genes are composed of alternating segments called exons and introns. 
Proteins are created in a two step process, transcription and translation. During transcription, 
a copy of the gene is made as an RNA molecule, called the pre-messenger RNA or pre-mRNA 
for short. Introns are then spliced out from the pre-mRNA and the resulting molecule, that 
contains only the exons, is called the mRNA. mRNA contains the recipe for manufacturing 
a protein. Due to a process called alternative splicing, multiple mRNA molecules and hence 
multiple proteins may be produced by the same pre-mRNA. This occurs by choosing the introns 
and exons from the pre-mRNA in different ways. In prokaryotes, splicing occurs rarely, and 
hence, the pre-mRNA itself is called the mRNA. Each consecutive, non-overlapping, nucleotide 
triplet in the mRN A is called a codon. Translation of the mRN A begins at a special codon 
called the start codon. Each successive codon is translated to an amino acid based on the 
genetic code, until a special codon called stop codon is reached. Typically, AUG is the start 
codon and UAA, UAG, UGA are the stop codons. It has been observed that GUG and UUG 
also behave as start codons in certain cases. The term complementary DNA, cDNA for short, 
is used for DNA sequences that are artificially manufactured using the mRNA as a template. 
For a diagrammatic illustration of the process of transcription and translation, see Figure 1.1. 





mRNA AUG AAC CCA CCC CCG ACG UAA 
TRANSLATION 
Protein M N p p p T STOP 
Figure 1.1 Synthesizing a protein from the DNA Sequence. 
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Apart from the start and stop codons, the remaining 60 triplets code for one of the 20 amino 
acids. Hence a many-to-one mapping exists between codons and amino acids. For e.g. the 
codons CCU, CCC, CCA, CCG code for the same amino acid Praline, abbreviated as Pro or 
P. 
A reading frame is one of the three possible ways of grouping bases to form codons in a 
DNA or RNA sequence. The three ways are to begin at the first, second or the third base 
of the sequence. Because, DNA is double stranded, there are three possible reading frames 
on the forward strand and three on the reverse. Given a cDNA it is not immediately clear 
which reading frame corresponds to the protein. One way to find this is to consider all 6 
reading frames of the DNA sequence and analyze the resulting translated sequences based on 
knowledge of protein sequences. 
1.2 DNA-Protein alignment problem 
The genomes of many organisms have been sequenced or are underway. Ideally, one would 
like to identify the genes in an organism, annotate them and predict the exon-intron struc-
ture of the genes. Knowledge of protein sequences of various organisms can be used for this 
purpose, since proteins are highly conserved across organisms and across generations. Hence, 
DNA sequences from newly sequenced genomes and protein sequences that are already known 
can be aligned with each other to identify genes in the newly sequenced genomes, assign pu-
tative functions, predict gene structure of the genes in the newly sequenced genome and also 
identify paralogs. Paralogs are genes derived from a common ancestral gene that duplicated 
within an organism and then diverged. We describe the DNA protein alignment problem as 
follows: Given a DNA sequence and a protein sequence, the DNA-protein alignment prob-
lem is to detect exon-intron boundaries in the DNA sequence such that the translation of 
the concatenated exons yields a sequence that is most similar to the given protein sequence. 
Detecting the exon-intron boundaries is tantamount to predicting gene structure of the DNA 
sequence. Biological events, such as presence of intrans and mutations, and sequencing artifacts 
introduced by experimental processes complicate the problem. Mutation events or sequencing 
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artifacts may insert, delete or substitute nucleotides in the DNA sequence. Insertions and 
deletions, called indels, may cause frameshift errors, depending on their lengths, while substi-
tutions may cause mismatches in the alignment. Another natural phenomenon is the presence 
of intrans/insertions either out-of-codon or in-codon in the DNA sequence. Out-of-codon in-
trans/insertions are those that occur between two successive codons of the reading frame. 
In-codon intrans/insertions are those that occur within the frame of a single codon. Hence the 
three bases of a codon, that occur consecutively in the mRNA sequence, may not be consecu-
tive in the DNA sequence. Computationally, intrans are typically detected as sufficiently long 
nucleotide insertions whose length is atleast a threshold, k. Every insertion of length atleast k 
is not necessarily an intron. The presence of splice sites at the start and end of a long insertion 
is evidence that the insertion is an intron. Splice sites are short nucleotide substrings that are 
known to occur at the start and end of an intron. In most cases, the binucleotide sequence 
GU and AG are the splice sites that occur at the start and end of an intron. If the length of 
an insertion is less than k, then it is just called an insertion. The term intron length is used to 
refer to insertions that are atleast k in length. Note that, the protein sequence could also be 
coded by the complementary strand of the given DNA sequence. 
1.3 Motivation for research 
DNA-protein alignment algorithms have been a topic of interest for a long time [9, 10, 12, 
14, 18, 22]. The motivation for our research stems from the fact that all previously known 
algorithms have one or more of the following drawbacks: not taking into account all aspects 
in problem formulation, providing optimal solutions that are run-time/memory expensive and 
sacrificing optimality to achieve practical implementation. Our DNA-protein alignment algo-
rithm can also be used to validate, annotate and improve the quality of a genome assembly. 
Some important biological applications of DNA-protein alignment are highlighted here, as 
motivation for work presented in the remainder of this thesis. 
• Gene annotation: As mentioned in section 1.2, sequencing of many genomes is under-
way and identifying genes and assigning putative functions to the genes is important. 
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• Gene structure prediction: Predicting the exon-intron boundaries of a genomic se-
quence gives insight into the structure of the genes. Alternative splicing candidates can 
also be detected. 
• Validation and improving quality of assembly : Genome assembly programs [11, 
17] work by assembling sequences that have sequence overlaps. Assembled sequences are 
called contigs. It may not be possible to sample the entire genome and hence the input to 
an assembly program may not cover the entire genome. Hence multiple contigs may be 
the result of a genome assembly program. Also, depending on criteria of assembly, DNA 
Sequences with a short overlap may not be assembled together. Contigs of an assembly 
can be validated by aligning them to protein sequences from closely related organisms. 
Another possibility is to ameliorate the quality of an assembly by detecting contigs that 
may not satisfy the criteria of the assembly process, but may show very high similarity to 
the same protein sequence. Note that, this process is a computational first step towards 
annotation, validation and improvement. Further experiments may be necessary to verify 
the truth of the computational predictions. 
In this thesis, we present a space efficient algorithm for the DNA-protein alignment problem 
that runs in O(mn) time, where m and n are lengths of the input sequences. We also present 
a parallel software system that can be used for large-scale gene annotation, validation and 
improvement of the quality of an assembly of a genome. 
1.4 Organization of the thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we describe current approaches 
to DNA-protein alignment and review relevant literature for DNA-protein alignments and 
improving quality of assemblies. In chapter 3 we present the main algorithmic ideas underlying 
our DNA-protein alignment algorithm that produces the optimal score of an alignment and 
some experimental results. In chapter 4 we present the ideas of the parallel software built to 
annotate, validate and improve the quality of assemblies in a large-scale. We also present some 
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experimental results using yeast and rice proteins on an assembly of the maize genome [7] in 
chapter 4. Conclusion and future work are presented in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2. Review Of Literature And Existing Approaches 
2.1 DNA Protein alignment algorithms 
For DNA-protein alignment algorithms, the input is a DNA sequence and a protein se-
quence. The DNA sequence can be either a genomic or a cDNA sequence. Typically, a 
genomic sequence refers to a stretch of the genome containing a gene. Recall, that a cDNA 
sequence is artificially manufactured using the mRN A, expressed from the gene, as a template. 
Hence intrans are not present in a cDNA sequence. Because of this, aligning a cDNA to a 
protein sequence is simpler than aligning a DNA to a protein sequence. Zhang, Pearson and 
Miller [27] introduced a cDNA-protein alignment algorithm. Henceforth, we will focus on the 
more complex genomic sequence to protein sequence alignment, although our algorithm can 
also compute an optimal alignment between a cDNA and a protein sequence. DNA-protein 
alignment algorithms can be compared based on the completeness of problem formulation, 
optimality of the solution, run-time/memory efficiency and quality of alignments. Sequence 
alignment problems are typically formulated as optimization problems. Typically, dynamic 
programming techniques [5] are used to obtain an optimal solution to such problems. The 
quality of a solution is measured using a scoring metric. An alignment that has the highest 
score is an optimal alignment. Books by Waterman [26], Setubal and Meidanis [24] discuss 
in depth sequence comparison issues, optimal alignments, distance and scoring metrics, with 
emphasis on alignments between two sequences that are obtained from the same alphabet. 
Methods that compute alignments based on DNA-protein sequence homology typically vary 
in the extent to which the complications mentioned in section 1.2 are handled to affect the 
optimality of the solution [21]. One of the earliest known algorithms to align DNA and protein 
sequences was by Peltola, Soderlund and Ukkonen [22]. Their goal was to search for regions 
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in the bNA sequence, that, when translated to amino acids, had high similarity to a target 
protein. They used a method called back translation where each amino acid of the target 
protein is mapped to its codons. Since the genetic code is degenerate, each amino acid could 
possibly map to multiple codons. Hence a number of combinations of these codons create 
the same protein sequence. These combinations are represented as a network. Hence, the 
comparison of a genomic and protein sequence reduces to the comparison of two networks, one 
representing the various combinations of codons and the other is a straight forward network of 
amino acids. The authors suggest the use of network comparison algorithms to compare these 
networks. They also mention that the above approach is inefficient and tedious to program. 
Moreover, only out-of-codon introns/insertions are permitted. Another method suggested is 
translating the genomic sequence into a string of amino acids using all 6 reading frames and 
then comparing each resulting string with the target protein sequence. The suite of tools 
provided by Basic local alignment search tool, BLAST [1, 2] contains a program called blastx 
that takes a similar approach to do DNA-protein sequence alignment. BLAST always computes 
a local alignment between the given pair of sequences. The above approach of translating the 
genomic sequence may not detect the exon-intron boundaries correctly. 
Gelfand, Mironov and Pevzner [9] introduced the first combinatorial approach to detect 
exon-intron structure based on DNA-protein alignment. Their algorithm uses the concept of 
blocks in the DNA sequence that could possibly be coding for the target protein. Once these 
blocks have been identified, an assembly of these blocks is obtained with the target protein as 
reference. The runtime is O(mnb) where mis the length of the DNA sequence, n is the length 
of the protein sequence and b is the number of blocks identified in the DNA sequence. The 
runtime complexity, space complexity and the quality of alignment produced depends on the 
choice of blocks. States and Botsein [25] used a probabilistic model incorporating codon usage 
information and non-uniform distribution of error probabilities for each nucleotide in the DNA 
sequence. Uncertainties are assigned for each base in the DNA sequence and also for indels 
at that base position. Their method relies on probability and heuristic rules and hence does 
not guarantee optimality of the solution. Guan and Uberbacher [12] contributed an algorithm 
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that handles frameshift errors. Huang and Zhang [18] formulated the problem considering 
a number of complications, including frameshift errors, out-of-codons introns/insertions, in-
codon introns/insertions. Their algorithm to compute the optimal score requires 164 two 
dimensional tables. A method with 9 tables [18] is suggested that does not guarantee optimality 
of the obtained score. Gotoh's [10] algorithm uses a novel "tron"-based approach, that takes 
advantage of an observed pattern in the genetic code, to do gene structure prediction. They 
model the DNA-protein alignment problem as an optimization problem and use combinatorial 
and statistical methods. Their algorithm assumes that an in-codon insertion is always of intron 
length. This need not be true in cases where an in-codon insertion is present in the DNA 
sequence, due to a sequencing error. Another issue lies in the treatment of consecutive gap 
characters in the nucleotide sequence. Typically, an insertion or deletion gap that is contiguous 
is penalized less than a gap of the same length that is not contiguous. The rationale behind 
such a model is that, mutations are generally known to occur at a stretch of the genome. This 
indicates that an indel, usually occurs as a contiguous stretch. Gotoh's [10] algorithm penalizes 
a case of gap extension as follows. If three characters are aligned with an amino acid such that 
the first character is a gap character, then a gap opening penalty is given for this alignment, 
even if the gap character follows another gap character from the third position of the previous 
three characters. Such a model may fail to detect indels caused due to mutations. Considering 
the above limitations, our problem definition covers all cases mentioned above and more. 
To the best of our knowledge, our approach of spliced alignment of DNA sequences with 
protein sequences from other organsims have not been used to annotate, validate and improve 
the quality of an assembly of a genome in a large scale in the past. 
2.2 Software and methods 
NAP [18] and aln [10] are two software programs for DNA-protein alignments that are 
freely available. NAP [18] uses a reduced number of tables. The run-time is O(mn) and 
Hirschberg's [16] method is used to obtain an alignment, using linear space. On the other 
hand, aln [10] uses 7 tables and uses banded dynamic programming to obtain an alignment. 
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The usage of banded dynamic programming does not guarantee optimality of the solution. 
The problem formulation and the way of scoring a given alignment varies between NAP and 
aln. 
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CHAPTER 3. Space Conserving Optimal DNA-Protein Alignment 
In this chapter, we present our formulation of the DNA-protein alignment problem and 
our algorithm that computes an optimal alignment with the least known number of dynamic 
programming tables. In section 3.2 we present our formulation. In section 3.3 we present 
our algorithm that uses only 4 dynamic programming tables. In section 3.4 we explain the 
implementation of the algorithm. In section 3.5, experimental results are presented. The run-
time of our algorithm is O(mn) and space usage is O(mn), where mis the length of the DNA 
sequence and n is the length of the protein sequence. 
3.1 Our approach to DNA-protein alignment 
We consider the complications in the DNA-protein alignment problem and provide a com-
prehensive formulation to handle substitutions, frameshift errors, intronic insertions and in-
dels between and within codons. We present an alignment algorithm that uses only four 
(m + 1) x (n + 1) dynamic programming tables. We developed a software, E_rotein and DNA 
Alignment, PanDA, that implements the proposed solution. 
3.2 Problem formulation 
Let A= aia2 ... am be a DNA sequence where each ai is a nucleotide, and B = bib2 ... bn be 
a protein sequence where each bj is an amino acid residue. Let A' = a~ a~ ... a~, be a sequence 
obtained from A by inserting one or more gap characters (denoted by '-'). An alignment 
between A' and B is valid if it satisfies the following two conditions: (i) Each bj is aligned with 
three characters a~, a~, a~ in A' such that 1 ~ x < y < z ~ m', and (ii) For any two amino 
acids bj and bk, 1 ~ j < k ~ n, that are aligned with a~, a~, a~ and a~,, a~,, a~, respectively, 
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z < x'. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that IAl+3IBI ~ IA'I ~ 3IBI. Let SA,B = {A'IA' is valid}. 
Note that there could be multiple valid alignments between each A' and B. We denote the set 
of valid alignments for a specific A' as FA',B· Following the convention developed by Huang 
[18], let a(a~a~ai,b;) denote the function that specifies the score of aligning a~a~ai with the 
amino acid b;. 
We define gaps in an alignment with respect to A'. A maximal substring of gap characters 
in A' aligned with a substring of B is called a deletion gap. A maximal substring of nucleotide 
characters in A' that is not aligned with any amino acid in B is an insertion gap. Each nu-
cleotide in an insertion gap is referred to as a nucleotide insertion. Let Gn = {g1,g2, ... , YJGDJ} 
be the set of all deletion gaps, and GI= {g1,g2, ... ,glGiJ} be the set of all insertion gaps. Let 
q be the gap opening penalty and r be the gap extension penalty, and let k be the minimum 
length for an insertion gap to be considered an intron. The gap penalty functions 'YI and 'YD 
are defined as follows: 
if IYil < k, Yi E GI, 
if IYil ~ k, Yi E GI, 
where 0 :::::; PI :::::; rk is referred to as the intronic penalty. For ease of exposition and following 
the convention of Huang [18], we set PI = rk. 
The score of a valid alignment, f E FA',B is: 
score(!)= L a(a~a~a~, b;) - L /I(Yi) - L 'YD(Yi) 
1:5j:5n 'VgiEG1 'VgiEGD 
An optimal alignment of sequences A and B is: 
max { max {score(!)}} 
A'ESA,B fEFA',B 
See Figure 3.1 for an example of a DNA-protein alignment. For illustrative purposes, each 
insertion gap is shown as being aligned with gaps in the amino acid sequence. Also, each amino 
acid is denoted by its standard three-letter abbreviation. 
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Deletion gaps 
/~ - Insertion gap -
TGGCAC-TCCTTA-A GTGGGCACAAGGTA GCA CCAA GGCCT GG 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
TrpProlleLeuPro ---------------lyThrLysAlaTrp 
Figure 3.1 Example of a DNA-protein alignment. The alignment of the 
amino acid Gly corresponds to a codon-split. 
3.3 Optimal solution 
Consider an alignment between Ai = aia2 ... ai and Bj = bib2 ... bj. An exhaustive list of 
all possible cases corresponding to the different ways in which the last nucleotide ai and the 
last amino acid bj are positioned in an alignment, is shown in Figure 3.2. Not all of the cases 
in Figure 3.2 can contribute to optimal score. For instance, consider case 22. The first deletion 
gap in case 22 can be moved to be consecutive with the second deletion gap which becomes 
an alignment corresponding to case 21. In computing the score of case 22, three gap opening 
penalties are charged, while only two gap opening penalties are charged for the corresponding 
one that falls under case 21. Hence, score for alignment corresponding to case 22 is always 
lower than score for case 21. Similarly case 23 can never contribute to an optimal score. 
Cases 24 to 30 have a codon that is split by an insertion gap between the first and second 
character and another insertion gap between the second and third character. Cases 28 and 
30 can never contribute to the optimal score, since these can be replaced by cases 21 and 12 
respectively to yield a higher score. It is possible that the remaining cases may contribute to 
an optimal solution. Biologically, a necessary condition for a codon to be split twice is the 
presence of unit-length exon which is a rare event [6]. Specifically for case 24, (a) if the total 
length of the two insertion gaps is less than intron threshold length, (b) the character after 
the first nucleotide of the codon is different from the second nucleotide of the codon and ( c) 
the character before the third nucleotide of the codon is different from the second nucleotide 
of the codon, then an alignment corresponding to case 24 can contribute to the optimal score. 
Moreover, if case 24 does contribute to the optimal score, then the second nucleotide of the 
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Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case4 Case 5 
............... c ••·•· ·CCT ······C-T ······-CT • ••••• -- T 
111 11 I 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 11 I 11 I 111 111 111 
······Pro------- ••••••Pro ••••••Pro ••••••Pro ······Pro 
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Case 8 Case 9 
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· · · • • • P------ro ······Pr------o · · · · · · p------ r o ••••••Pr------o 
Case 10 Case 11 Case 12 Case 13 
... • • • -C· • • ... T • • • • ··_.·•···CT ...... --· .. . . . T . ..... c--
111 111 1111 11 111 11111 I 111 1111 11 11111 I 
·••···Pr------ o · • • • • · P--- ---r o •••••·Pr------ o • · • · · · Pro 
Case 14 Case 15 Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 
······CC-
I I I 111 11 I 
...... -c-
l I I 111 11 I 
. . . . . . c- - - - - - - - -
111 1111 I 11 
• • • • · ·C· • • • · ·C- •••···CC······ -
• • • · · · Pro • • · · • · Pro · • • • • • · · • · • • ·Pro 
111 1111 11 111 11111 I 
• • • • · • P------r o •••···pr------ o 
Case 19 Case 20 Case 21 Case 22 
· · • · · ·-C• • · • · • - · · · · · ·-· · • · · • C- · · · · • ·C· · · · • • -- · · · · · ·C-· · · · · · -
111 11111 I 111 1111 11 111 1111 11 111 11111 I 
•····•Pr------ o · • • • • •p------ ro • · · • · •P------ ro ••··••Pr------ o 
Case 23 Case 24 Case 25 
•••••• -·. • ••• -T 
111 1111 11 
• • • • • • P------ro 
· · · · · · C• · · · • • C• · · · · · C 
111 1111 I I 
• • • • · • C· • • • • • C• • • • • • -
111 1111 I I 
Case 27 
·· ·• • ·p------r------o 
Case 28 
•• • ·• •p------r------o 
Case 26 
• • • • • • C• • • • • • -· • • • • • C •••••• -· • • • • • C• • • • • • C • •.•. • C· • • •• • -• •• • •. -
111 1111 I I 111 1111 I I 111 1111 I I 
• • • • • • p- - - - - - r - - - - - - o • • • • • • p- - - - - - r - - - - - - o • • • • • • p- - - - - - r - - - - - - o 
Case 29 Case 30 
······-·•••••C••••••- ······-······-······C 
111 1111 I I 111 1111 I I 
· · · · · · p------r------ o · • · · · · p------r------ o 
Figure 3.2 Exhaustive list of possible types of alignments. '.' represents a 
nucleotide or an amino acid. 'I' represents an alignment between 
the 2 characters involved. '-' means a gap character. Pro 





111 111 111 
••••••Pro-------
Table T 
Case 3 Case4 Cases Case2 
••••••CC T • • • • • • C- T ••••••-CT • •. • • • -- T 
111 111 111 111111 111 111111111 
• • • • • • Pro ••••••Pro ••••••Pro 
Case 7 
• • • • • • C-• • • • • • T 
11111111 I 
• • • • • •Pr------o 
Case 11 




Case 13 Case 14 
Case 8 
• • • • • • C• • • • • • -T 
1111111 11 
• • • • • •P------ ro 
Case 12 




...... c-- ...... cc- ...... -c-
1111111 11 111111 11 I 11111111 I 








. . . . . . c- - - - - - - - -
1111111 111 
• • • • • .. ••••••Pro 
Case 18 Case 19 Case 20 
••••••CC······- ······-C······- ······-······C-
11111111 I 111 11111 I 1111111 11 
•••••·Pr------ o ••••••Pr------ o ·' '· • •P------ ro 
Case 6 
• • • • • · C· ·····CT 
111 1111 11 
• • • • • • P------ro 
Case IO 




• • • • • • C· • • • • ·C-
l I I 1111 11 
• • • • • • P------ro 
Case 21 
•••••• C• ••••• - -
111 1111 11 
· • · · · · p------ r o 
Figure 3.3 An example for each case considered by our formulation. Case 
1 corresponds to table I, II. Cases 2 through 12 correspond to 
table T, and the remaining correspond to table a. The align-
ment of an amino acid to each of the three characters in the 
nucleotide sequence is denoted by 'I'. Pro denotes the amino 
acid Proline. 
codon can be any other identical nucleotide within any of the two insertion gaps. This leaves 
no way of identifying what could be a meaningful alignment. Due to these reasons, cases 24 
to 30 are not covered. 
Our dynamic programming solution to compute an optimal alignment uses only four ( m + 
1) x (n + 1) tables. In each table, entry [i, j] stores the score of an optimal alignment between 
Ai and B; subject to certain restrictions. We denote the four tables as I, II, T and a. I[i, j] 
stores the score of an optimal alignment such that the alignment between Ai and B; ends with 
a nucleotide insertion. I I[i, j] stores the score of an optimal alignment such that the alignment 
between Ai and B; ends with a nucleotide insertion of length atleast k. If ai is not a nucleotide 
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insertion, then two possibilities arise: (i) ai is the third character of a codon that is aligned 
to the amino acid bj, and the corresponding optimal score is stored in T[i,j], (ii) ai is not the 
third character of a codon aligning with bj, implying that the third character of the codon is 
a deletion gap character, and the corresponding optimal score is stored in a[i, j]. 
The tables I, I I, T and a are computed one column at a time. All the following recurrences 
assume that column j - 1 of each table has been computed and column j is currently being 
computed. 
3.3.1 Recurrence for computing table I and II 
As defined earlier, J[i, j] stores the optimal score of an alignment between Ai and Bj 
that ends with ai as a nucleotide insertion. The recurrences are obtained with the typical 
dynamic programming approach of using solutions of subproblems to obtain solutions to larger 
problems. For the I table, the subproblem used is the score of best alignment of Ai-1 with Bj. 
Hence the new ai is an insertion that is to be aligned with a gap. There are two possibilities 
for the nucleotide at ai. Either it is extending a nucleotide insertion that started at some 
1 :'.S i' :'.S ( i - 1) or it is the beginning of a nucleotide insertion. To calculate J[i, j] we determine 
whether extending a previous insertion (using J[i - 1, j]) yields the maximum or beginning 
a new insertion yields the maximum (using T[i - 1,] and a[i - 1,j]). The recurrence for 
computing table I is given by: 
J[i - 1,j] - r, 
J[i,j] =max T[i - 1,j] - q - r, 
a[i - 1, j] - q - r 
The II table is defined for i >= k, since II[i, j] is defined as an alignment between Ai and 
Bj ending with an intronic length insertion. Hence the recurrence below holds for i >= k. Bs 
is the bonus awarded if a splice site, also called the 5' splice site, is present at the start of the 
intronic length insertion. Similarly, B3 is the bonus awarded if a splice site, also called the 3' 
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splice site is present at the end of the intronic length insertion. 
II[i - 1,j], 
II[i,j]=max T[i-k,j]-q-p1 +B5(i-k+l), ifi~k 
a[i - k,j] - q - PI+ B5(i - k + 1) 
A similar explanation as provided for J[i, j] holds for II[i, j], except for differences in 
penalties. If an insertion that has already started is extended, then no penalty is given for 
the extension, since the insertion is atleast k in length, by definition of the table II. If a new 
insertion of length k is started, then an intronic penalty is given for the insertion and if splice 
sites are present, bonuses are awarded for the same. 
3.3.2 Recurrence for computing table T and a 
The recurrences for tables T and a are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 respectively, 
in correspondence to the cases they handle. Cases 2 through 5 and cases 11 through 14 are 
quite simple and are explained below. Case 2 handles the possibility that bj is aligned with 
ai-2ai-lai. If a codon that is aligned with an amino acid comprises of 3 nucleotides, such 
an alignment is called a full substitution and such a codon is called a full codon. If a codon 
that is aligned with an amino acid has only 1 or 2 nucleotides and the other characters are 
gap characters then such an alignment is called a partial substitution and the codon, a partial 
codon. Case 2 implies we need to pick the best alignment between the prefix Ai-3 and Bj-1, 
and add the score of aligning ai-2ai-lai with bj. The best alignment at an entry [i,j] can be 
obtained by finding the maximum of I, II, T and a at entry [i, j]. Hence the recurrence is as 
shown. The same holds for cases 3 through 5 and 13 through 16. We shall explain the scoring 
mechanism of a full and partial substitution. Consider a full substitution as in Case 2. Based 
on the genetic code a translation of the full codon maps to an amino acid. A substitution 
matrix, like BLOSUM [15] or PAM [23] is used to obtain the score for aligning the two amino 
acids. Hence, for x, y E L;P, cr(x, y) essentially obtains the score for aligning x with y from the 
substitution matrix. For the case of a partial substitution, a partial codon may have 1 or 2 
gap characters in any of its three positions. For the case of 1 gap character in the first position 
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of the partial codon a(-uv, x) is defined as follows, where u, v E ~n and x E ~p· a(-uv, x) = 
max{a(Auv,x),a(Cuv,x),a(Guv,x),a(Tuv,x)}. Similar definitions hold for other possible 
partial substitutions as listed here: a(u - v, x), a(uv-, x), a(- - u, x), a(-u-, x), a(u - -, x). 
The recurrences for cases 6 through 12 and cases 17 through 21 may not be evident, and to 
that purpose, we explain the notion of M vectors and IM vectors. Observe that, in these cases, 
the three characters that are aligned with the amino acid bj exhibit codon-splitting although 
in different flavors. For ease of understanding, we shall explain case 6. For the remaining 
codon-splitting cases, a similar explanation holds. 
Let Opt(i, j) = max{I[i,j], II[i, j], T[i, j], a[i,j]}, and let scorei1(i, j) = Opt(i' -1,j -1) -
11(i - i' - 2) + a(ai'ai-lai, bj)· Opt(i,j) is used only for exposition and is not stored. The 
optimal score corresponding to case 6 can be expressed as: Si1· = max {scorei'(i,j)}. In 
l~i'~i-3 
terms of the dynamic programming table, Sij corresponds to finding a row i' in column j - 1 
such that scorei' ( i, j) is maximized. One way to calculate Sij would be to calculate scorei' ( i, j) 
for every 1 ~ i' ~ i - 3. The maximum among these can be set as Sij. The runtime to calculate 
Sij is O(m), which makes the overall runtime O(m2n). We propose storing M vectors and IM 
vectors to help compute Sij in 0(1) time. 
Note that although 1 ~ i' ~ i - 3, ai' E ~n and hence can take only 4 different values 
{A, C, G, T}. An important observation is that, for an i~ and i~, such that i - k - 2 < 
ii, i~ < i - 1 and aii = ai~, i.e., both ii and i~ are within the intronic length from i, if 
scoreii(i,j) < scorei~(i,j), then scoreii(i + 1,j) < scorei~(i + 1,j). This is because, by 
increasing the value of i by 1, the value of the /I term increases by r in both the cases of ii 
and i 2', and a(ai' aiai+1, b1·) = a(ai' aiai+1, b1·) (since ai' = ai' ). Thus, the choice of i' that 1 2 1 2 
yielded the optimal score at i for nucleotide ai' will still hold to be the choice at i + 1, unless 
the new candidate for i', i - 3, results in a better score. Based on this intuition, we can 
store a maximum value and the only candidate i', that can beat this maximum is the newly 
observed position, i - 3 in the above case. We define four vectors MA[i], Mc[i], Ma[i], Mr[i], 
one for each of the four possibilities of ai'. Mx[i] is defined as the partial score of an optimal 
alignment where the 1st base of the codon is x E {A, C, G, T} and (i - k - 1) ~ i' ~ (i - 4). 
For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
Mx[i] =max 
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Mx[i - 1] - r, 
a[i-4,j-1]-q-r, 
T[i -4,j - 1] - q - r, 
J[i - 4, j - 1] - q - r, 
II[i - 4,j -1] - q- r, 
if ai-3 = x 
Each of the above vectors can be stored as a single variable by overwriting Mx [i - 1] with 
Mx[i]. These values are then used to compute the optimal score at T[i, j] as shown in Figure 3.4 
(see case 6). 
These recurrences only work for the case where length of the insertion gap is less than 
k. For addressing intronic insertion gaps (of length ~ k), column j - 1 above row i can be 
partitioned into two segments: 81 ( = 1 ... i - k- 2) and 82 ( = i - k-1 ... i -1). As we proceed 
from entry [i - 1,j] to [i,j], the entry [i - k - 3,j - 1] moves from 82 to 81. Based on this 
observation, we define four more vectors IMA[i],IMc[i],IMa[i],IMr[i], which correspond to 
cases where the choice for i' comes from segment 81. These values can be updated as shown 
below, prior to their usage as shown in Figure 3.4 (see case 6). For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
IMx[i] =max 
IMx[i - 1], 
a[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
T[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
J[i - k - 3,j - l] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k -1, 
II[i - k - 3,j -1] - q- PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
if ai-k-2 = x 
A similar technique as outlined for case 6 can be adapted for case 9. The only difference 
is that we need 16 vectors in place of 4, because there are 16 possibilities for first and second 
nucleotides aligned with the amino acid bj. The following recurrences apply for case 9. For 
x,y E {A,C,G,T}, 
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Mxy[i - 1] - r, 
Mxy[i] =max 
a[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r, 
T[i - 4,j -1] - q - r, 
J[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r, 
IJ[i-4,j-1]-q-r, 
IMxy[i] =max 
if ai-3ai-2 = xy 
IMxy[i -1], 
a[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
T[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
J[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
IJ[i - k - 3,j - 1] - q - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
if ai-k-2ai-k-1 = xy 
Case 10 can be viewed as a variation of case 9, where the first character of the codon 
aligned with the amino acid bj is a deletion gap character. The following gives the recurrences 
for computing the M vectors corresponding to case 10. For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
M_x[i -1] - r, 
M_x[i] =max 
a[i - 3, j - 1] - q - 2r, 
T[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
J[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
IJ[i - 3,j -1] - 2q - 2r, 
if ai-2 = x 
JM_x[i-1], 
a[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
T[i - k - 2, j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
J[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
IJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
if ai-k-1 = x 
The gap penalty is either q-2r or 2q-2r. Only one gap open penalty(q) is given for the case 
of using a[i - 3,j -1], since, by definition, alignments in the alpha table end with a nucleotide 
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deletion. This means that the nucleotide deletion in the codon under consideration, is an 
extension of the previous nucleotide deletion. The same argument holds for a[i - k- 2, j -1] in 
IMx[i]. Two gap extension penalties are given (2r), since one gap extension is for the insertion 
and the other gap extension is for the deletion. For all the other cases, two gap open penalties 
are given, one for the insertion gap opening and the other for the deletion gap opening. 
Even though cases 7, 8 and 17 represent different cases of codon-splitting, the same set of 
M vectors can be defined to handle these cases. However, from Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, it 
can be observed that their usages vary while computing the optimal alignment in T (cases 7 
and 8) and a (cases 17). For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
Mx-[i - 1] - r, 
Mx-[i] =max 
a[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
T[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
J[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
II[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
if ai-2 = x 
IMx-[i] =max 
IMx-[i - 1], 
a[i - k - 2,j -1] - 2q- r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
T[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
J[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
II[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - r - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
if ai-k-1 = x 
For cases 11 and 12, the codon is of the form a~a~a~, where a~ is a deletion gap for case 
11 and both a~ and a~ are deletion gaps for case 12. An alignment corresponding to case 11 
(similarly, case 12) can be replaced by case 4 (similarly, case 5) to yield an identical score, 
unless the optimal alignment of prefixes before the deletion gap is obtained from the a table. 
To handle such an occurrence, we store M~_l, I M'!.-1 and M'!.-2, I M!_2. 
11 . { M~1 [i-1]-r, 
M_ [i] =max 
a[i - 3,j -1] - q- 2r, 
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{ 
JM~1 [i - 1], 
JM~1 [i] =max 
a[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - PI - r + Bs(i - k - 1), 
12 . { M~2 [i - 1] - r, 
M_ [i] =max 
a[i - 2,j - 1] - q - 3r, 
JM12[·] { JM~2[i - 1], i =max 
a[i - k - 1,j -1] - q - PI - 2r + Bs(i - k), 
Case 18 is similar to case 9, where we need 16 vectors. For x, y E {A, C, G, T}, 
Mi~[i - 1] - r, 
M;~[i] =max 
a[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
T[i - 3,j -1] - 2q - 2r, 
J[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
II[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - 2r, 
JM;~[i] =max 
IMi~[i -1], 
a[i - k - 2,j -1] - 2q - PI - r + Bs(i - k + 1), 
T[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - PI - r + Bs(i - k + 1), 
J[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - PI - r + Bs(i - k + 1), 
JJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - 2q - PI - r + Bs(i - k + 1), 
Case 19 begins with a deletion gap. In the recurrences, if the optimal score of the prefixes 
were obtained from a, then the first deletion gap in the codon is a gap continuation and hence 
is not penalized a gap opening penalty. For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
M~;[i] =max 
M 19 [i -1] - r -x ' 
a[i - 2, j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
T[i - 2,j - 1] - 3q - 3r, 
J[i - 2,j - 1] - 3q - 3r, 
II[i - 2, j - 1] - 3q - 3r, 
if ai-1 = x 
Case 2: 
a[i - 3, j - 1] + O"(ai-2ai-1ai, bj) 
T[i - 3, j - 1] + O"(ai-2ai-1ai, bj) 
J[i - 3, j - 1] + O"(ai-2ai-1ai, bi) 
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II[i - 3,j - 1] + O"(ai-2ai-1ai, bj) + B3(i - 3) 
Case 3: 
a[i - 2,j -1] + O"(ai-l - ai, bj) - q - r 
T[i- 2,j-1] + O"(ai-1 - ai, bi) - q- r 
J[i - 2,j -1] + O"(ai-1 - ai, bi) - q- r 
II[i - 2,j - 1] + O"(ai-1 - ai, bj) - q- r + B3(i - 2) 
Case 4: 
a[i-2,j-1] +O"(-ai-lai,bj)- r 
T[i - 2,j -1] + O"(-ai-lai, bi) - q - r 
J[i - 2, j - 1] + O"(-ai-lai, bi) - q - r 
II[i- 2,j -1] + O"(-ai-lai,bj) - q- r + B3(i- 2) 
Case 5: 
a[i-1,j-1] +O"(- -ai,bj)-2r 
T[i-i,j-1] + O"(- - ai,bj) -q-2r 
I[i-i,j -1] + O"(- - ai,bj)-q-2r 
II[i- i,j -1] + O"(- - ai, bj) -q- 2r + B3 (i-1) 
Case 6: 
MA[i] + O"(Aai-lai, bj) 
Mr[i] + O"(Tai-lai, bi) 
I MA[i] + O"(Aai-1ai, bj) + B3(i - 2) 
I Mr[i] + O"(Tai-lai, bi)+ B3(i - 2) 
Cases 7, Case 8: 
MA_[i] + O"(A - ai, bi) 
Mr-[i] + O"(T - ai, bj) 
JMA_[i] + O"(A - ai, bj) + B3(i - 1) 
IMr-[i] + O"(T- ai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Case 9: 
MAA[i] + O"(AAai, bj) 
Mrr[i] + O"(TTai, bi) 
I MAA[i] + O"(AAai, bj) + B3(i - 1) 
I Mrr[i] + O"(TTai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Case 10: 
M_A[i] + O"(-Aai, bj) 
M_r[i] + O"(-Tai, bj) 
I M_A[i] + O"(-Aai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
JM_r[i] + O"(-Tai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Case 11: 
M~1 [i] + O"(-ai-lai, bi) 
JM~1 [i] + O"(-ai-lai, bi)+ B3(i - 2) 
Case 12: 
M~2 [i] + O"(- - ai, bi) 
I M~2 [i] + O"(- - ai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Figure 3.4 Recurrences for computing T[i,j]. The value chosen for T[i,j] 
is the maximum of all the entries shown. 
JM~~[i] =max 
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JM19 [i - 1] -x ' 
a[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - 2r - PI+ B5(i - k + 1), 
T[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 3q - 2r - PI+ B5(i - k + 1), 
J[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 3q - 2r - PI+ B5(i - k + 1), 
II[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 3q - 2r - PI+ B5(i - k + 1), 
if ai-k = x 
Case 20 also begins with a deletion gap and unless the optimal alignment of prefixes before 
the first deletion gap is obtained from the a table, case 20 can be replaced by case 15, by 
moving the first deletion gap, to yield an identical score. We store values to consider the case 
where the prefix alignments could be obtained from a table. Note that this is very similar to 
case 11. 
20 . { M.:0 [i - 1] - r, M_ [i] =max 
a[i - 2,j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
JM20[·] - ' i =max { 
JM20 [i - 1] 
a[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - PI - 2r + B5(i - k), 
For case 21, we can store vectors as follows. For x E {A, C, G, T}, 
M;1[i - 1] - r, 
M;1 [i] =max 
a[i - 2,j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
T[i - 2, j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
J[i - 2,j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
II[i - 2,j - 1] - 2q - 3r, 
I M;1 [i] = max 
if ai-1 = x 
JM;1[i - 1], 
a[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - PI - 2r + B5(i - k + 1), 
T[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - PI - 2r + B5(i - k + 1), 
J[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - PI - 2r + B5(i - k + 1, 
II[i - k - 1,j - 1] - 2q - PI - 2r + B5(i - k + 1), 
if ai-k = x 
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Case 13: 
a[i-1,j-1] +a(ai - -,bj) -q- 2r 
T[i-1,j-1] +a(ai - -,bj)-q-2r 
J[i - 1, j - 1] + a(ai - -, bj) - q - 2r 
II[i - l,j - 1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q- 2r + B3(i -1) 
Case 14: 
a[i- 2,j -1] + a(ai-lai-, bj) - q- r 
T[i - 2, j - 1] + a(ai-lai-, bi) - q - r 
J[i - 2, j - 1] + a(ai-lai-, bi) - q - r 
II[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-lai-, bj) - q - r + B3(i - 2) 
Case 15: 
a[i-1,j -1] + a(-ai-,bj) - q- 2r 
T[i-1,j-1] + a(-ai-,bj) - 2q - 2r 
J[i-1,j-1] + a(-ai-,bj) - 2q- 2r 
JJ[i-1,j -1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q- 2r + B3 (i -1) 
Case 16: 
a[i,j - 1] - 3r 
T[i, j - 1] - q - 3r 
J[i, j - 1] - q - 3r 
II[i,j -1] - q - 3r + B3(i) 
Case 17: 
MA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
Mr_[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
I MA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi)+ B3 (i - 1) 
I Mr-[i] + a(Aai-, bi) + B3(i - 1) 
Case 18: 
M1~[i] + a(AA-, bi) 
Mf.~[i] + a(TT-, bi) 
I M1~[i] + a(AA-, bi)+ B3(i) 
JMf.~[i] + a(TT-, bi)+ B3(i) 
Case 19: 
M~~[i] +a(-A-,bi) 
M~Hi] + a(-T-, bi) 
I M~~[i] + a(-A-, bi)+ B3 (i) 
I M~~[i] + a(-T-, bi)+ B3(i) 
Case 20: 
M~0 [i] + a(-A-, bi) 
JM~0 [i] + a(-A-, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Case 21: 
M11[i] + a(A - -, bi) 
Mfl[i] + a(T - -, bi) 
JM11 [i] + a(A- -, bi)+ B3(i) 
JMj1[i] + a(A - -, bi)+ B3 (i) 
Figure 3.5 Recurrences for computing a[i, j]. The value chosen is the max-
imum of all the entries shown. 
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Though M and IM are defined as vectors, notice that each maximum can be stored as 
a single variable if computation proceeds column-wise. The above recurrences along with 
recurrences in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 suffice to obtain the optimal score of an alignment 
between A and B. Each of the tables I, II, T, and a can be augmented to allow traceback 
pointers for retrieving an alignment that resulted in the optimal score. 
3.3.3 Initialization of tables 
Initialization of the leftmost column and the top row of each table depends on the alignment 
that needs to be performed. The alignments typically performed are global alignment, semi-
global (end-gap free alignment) and local alignment. For all the above alignments, the entry 
(0, 0) is initialized as follows : 
I[O, O] = I I[O, OJ = T[O, OJ = a[O, OJ = 0. 
3.3.3.1 Global Alignment 
I table is initialized as below. 
I[i, OJ = -q - i * r, if 1 :::; i :::; m 
I[O, j] = -oo, if 1 :::; j :::; n 
The top column is initialized to -oo, since I[O, j] is not defined when no nucleotide exists. 
The leftmost column is well defined, since it means that all nucleotides are insertions and hence 
being aligned with a gap. 
Similarly, I I[i, j] is initialized as follows: 
{ 
i * r, 
JJ[i, OJ = -q -
PI, 
ifl:s;i<k 
JJ[O, j] = -oo, 
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Since JJ[i,jJ for i < k is not defined, all of these entries are initialized to -oo. Hence 
V'l ::; j ::; n, 
JJ[i, jJ = -oo, if 1 ::; i < k 
The T table is initialized as below, since T[i,jJ is not defined at the top row and the left 
most column: 
T[i, OJ = -oo, if 1 :S: i :S: m 
T[O,jJ = -oo, if 1 :S: j ::; n 
The a table is initialized as below, since a[i, jJ is not defined at the left most column, but 
defined at the top row. Each amino acid is aligned with a gap and hence the score is set as 
below. 
a[i, OJ = -oo, if 1 ::; i ::; m 
a[O, jJ = -q - 3 * r, if 1 ::; j ::; n 
Once the tables are computed, the score of an optimal alignment is the maximum of 
I[m, nJ, I I[m, nJ, T[m, nJ and a[m, nJ. 
3.3.3.2 Semi-global Alignment 
For the end gap free or semi-global alignment, no penalty is given for aligning a prefix of 
either sequence with gaps or a suffix of either sequence with gaps. Hence, the penalties that 
were set in the left most column for I, II and top row for a table are set to 0 and every other 
initilialization remiains the same as global alignment. The initializations are shown below. 
I[i, OJ = JJ[i, OJ = 0, if 1 :S: i :S: m 
I[O, j] = JJ[O, j] = -oo, if 1 ::; j ::; n 
T[i, OJ = -oo, if 1 :S: i :S: m 
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T[O, j] = -oo, if 1 S j S n 
a[i, OJ = -oo, if 1 S i S m 
a[O, j] = 0, if 1 S j S n 
As in global alignment, I I[i, j] for i < k is not defined, all of these entries are initialized to 
-oo. Hence \11 S j Sn, 
IJ[i,j] = -oo, if 1 s i < k 
Once the tables are computed, the score of an optimal alignment is the maximum score 
among the entries in the right most column and bottom row of I, II, T and a. 
3.3.3.3 Local Alignment 
For local alignments, the leftmost column and the top row for all tables are set to 0. I I[i, j] 
for 1 s i < k is also set to 0. In the recurrences of I, II tables as shown in section 3.3.1, and T 
and a tables as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.4, a 0 is added to the set of expressions competing 
for the maximum so that any entry [i, j] is non-negative. Once the tables are computed, the 
maximum among all entries in the four tables gives the optimal score. 
3.4 Implementation of the algorithm 
The software PanDA is implemented in C++ and has been tested to run on Linux and 
most Unix flavors. Typically, four tables of size ( m + 1) x ( n + 1) are required to store the 
score. To optimize space usage, only 2 columns of size ( n + 1) each for each of the score tables 
are stored, since none of the entries that store the score are used during the traceback. The 
last row of each table needs to be stored, since in a semi-global alignment the maximum could 
occur anywhere in the last row or in the last column of any table. Four traceback tables are 
stored and each entry [i, j] stores a table type t, a row r and a column c and a case-id cid 
. The cid of an alignment at every entry [i, j] is stored to distinguish between the different 
alignments that are possibly obtained from the same r and c. A simple example of the utility 
of cid is as follows: Suppose T[i,j] has been obtained from type t = T, r = i- 2 and c = j -1, 
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there are two possible alignments, namely case 3 and case 4, see Figure 3.3. The variable cid 
is used to distinguish between the two possible alignments. 
To further optimize space usage, the traceback tables for I and I I table are eliminated and 
only two columns of traceback for I and I I are stored. We explain below the elimination of 
traceback tables for I and I I. Recall that the I and I I tables handle only cases of nucleotide 
insertions. Consider cases 2 through 5 and 11through14. We shall explain the codon-splitting 
cases later. In the cases mentioned above, entry [i,j] is obtained from one of [i, j -1], [i-1,j -
1], [i - 2,j - 1], [i - 3,j - 1]. Since c = j - 1 in all the 4 possibilities, we concentrate only on 
the row identified as r = x. The table type t could be either T, I, II or a. If t =Tort= a, 
then no extra information is required for the traceback, since we store the full traceback tables 
of T and a. Hence, after obtaining the alignment at [i, j], the traceback can be continued 
from [r, c]. If t = I or t = II, then we know that the nucleotide insertion beginning at some 
row y, 1 :S y :S x has ended at row x. Moreover, this insertion that began at y should have 
been obtained from a[y - 1,j - 1] or T[y - 1,j - l]. In the two column traceback storage for 
I[x,j -1] and II[x,j -1], at traceback for entry [x,j-1], if we store t =a or t = T, r = y-1 
and c = j - 1, then the traceback for entry [i, j] can be stored as r = y - 1 and c = j - 1. 
To store the type of the table at [i, j], we need to be able to distinguish the following 4 cases: 
Suppose entry [i, j] is obtained from I[x, j - 1] and J[y, j - 1] is the beginning of the insertion 
that is obtained from a[y - 1,j - 1], then we identify this type as 'B' and store t = B. If 
[i,j] is obtained from I[x,j - 1] and J[y,j - 1] is obtained from T[y - 1,j - 1], then we store 
t = C. Similarly, if [i,j] was obtained from II[x,j - 1] and II[y,j - 1] was obtained from 
a[y - 1,j - 1], then t = D. If entry [i,j] is obtained from II[x,j - 1] and II[y,j - 1] from 
T[y - 1,j - 1], then t = E. 
For the codon split cases, we explain the traceback for an alignment like case 6. T[i, j] is 
obtained from some row r and column c. Note that, column is surely (j - 1) in each of the 
codon split cases. For case 6, cid indicates that the alignment is a codon split case, where the 
nucleotides ar+lai-lai are aligned with bj and the nucleotides ar+2, ... , ai-2 are insertions in 
the alignment. If the table type tat entry [i,j] is either a or T, then no extra information is 
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Gene Name Ahsg Bf CD4 Cyp21 DRPLA EN02 IL6 ISOT Piml UPA 
GeneID 197 629 920 1589 1822 2062 3569 8078 5292 118471 
Table 3.1 List of genes used in our experiments 
required, as it means that either alpha[r, c] or T[r, c] was used to obtain the value stored at 
T[i,j]. If [r,j - 1] is obtained from I or II, then a similar modification as explained above to 
store the type at entry [i,j], as either 'B', 'C', 'D' or 'E' would work as well. The insertion 
that ended at r should have begun at some position 1 :::; x :::; r. Traceback entry [i,j] stores 
c = x. This works well becasuse, as mentioned earler, the column for all of the codon split 
cases is (j - 1). We can overwrite the column information in the traceback entry of [i,j] with 
x. Hence, only 2 complete traceback tables, one for a and one for Tare stored. 
3.5 Experimental Results 
In this section, we present experimental results of our algorithm. In addition to the pa-
rameters q, r, k, and er, PanDA also awards introns that begin and/or end with canonical 
splice sites (e.g., 'GU','AG'). Non-canonical splice sites can be set by the user as a part of the 
parameter settings. Users can also choose among the alignment types: global, semi-global, or 
local alignment. For comparative evaluation, we tested two other programs: aln [10] and NAP 
[18]. Comparison with NAP is especially meaningful because both the underlying formulations 
use the same scoring of alignments. The only difference is that PanDA always finds an optimal 
scoring alignment. Note that, aln [10] uses statistical methods that are based on a training 
set. On the other hand, PanDA and NAP are purely combinatorial and hence do not require 
a training set. 
We classify our experiments into two groups: (i) homologous alignments, which are experi-
ments performed on human genes and their corresponding human proteins, and (ii) orthologous 
alignments, which are experiments performed on human genes and orthologous proteins. Ten 
human genes and their corresponding proteins were obtained from GenBank. For each of these 
human genes, we also obtained at least one orthologous protein identified by a gene name 
search in GenBank. Table 3.1 summarizes the genes selected for our experiments. 
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Gene PanDA NAP 
SP SN OQ cc SP SN OQ cc 
AhsgB 100 96.73 96.73 98.11 95.92 89.49 86.21 91.57 
AhsgR 100 95.92 95.92 97.63 100 95.83 95.83 97.58 
BfR 100 99.87 99.87 99.90 100 99.74 99.74 99.79 
CD4R 91.66 97.02 94.81 97.21 95.61 93.46 89.62 94.29 
Cyp21R 98.92 98.12 97.07 97.33 99.16 95.43 94.66 95.18 
Cyp21s 100 99.13 99.13 99.21 100 97.98 97.98 98.19 
DRPLAR 100 99.24 99.24 99.49 82.86 78.85 67.80 74.50 
EN02R 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
IL6s 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
IL6B 96.33 94.52 91.24 94.73 96.64 94.52 91.52 94.90 
IL6R 95.25 94.05 89.84 93.83 96.42 92.80 89.71 93.79 
ISOTx 97.15 99.20 99.40 98.00 96.06 97.40 93.67 96.43 
PimlB 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
PimlR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
UPAR 95.03 92.32 88.08 93.06 99.51 89.25 88.86 93.73 
Avg. 99.15 98.56 91.14 98.66 96.31 94.26 90.97 94.46 
Table 3.2 Comparative evaluation of PanDA, and NAP. The subscript of 
a gene name denotes the species corresponding to the protein. 
B denotes Bos taurus; R denotes Rattus norvegicus; S denotes 
Sus scrofa; and X denotes Xenopus laevis. The best values in 
each experiment are displayed in bold. 
To measure the quality of the alignments produced, we compared the predicted results with 
GenBank annotation. If a nucleotide is part of both a predicted exon (intron), and an exon 
(intron) in the GenBank annotation, it is a true positive (negative), denoted by TP (TN). If a 
nucleotide is a part of a predicted exon (intron), but is not part of an exon (intron) in GenBank 
annotation, it is called a false positive (negative), denoted by FP (FN). The following quality 
measures are then derived: Specificity (SP= rJ:pp) is the percentage of correctly predicted 
exon nucleotides over the number of predicted exon nucleotides. Sensitivity (SN = rl:FN) 
is the percentage of correctly predicted exon nucleotides over the number of annotated exon 
nucleotides. Overlap quality is given by OQ = TP+~~+FN• and correlation coefficient is given 
b CC= TP·TN-FP·FN . 
y y'(TP+FP)·(TN+FN)·(TP+FN)·(TN+FP) 
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3.5.1 Homologous alignments 
The results produced by PanDA for homologous alignments are as follows: Of the 10 homol-
ogous alignments, all show complete agreement with their corresponding GenBank annotation, 
with the exception of DRPLA. For this case our alignment shows an insertion gap of length 
15 from position 8398 to 8412. The total length of all coding sequences in the GenBank anno-
tation is 3570 nucleotides, while the corresponding protein has 1184 amino acids. Taking the 
stop codon into account, the total length of all coding sequences in the annotation is 15 nu-
cleotides longer than its corresponding protein sequence indicates. This justifies the observed 
behavior of our result. The results of the homologous alignments using PanDA validates both 
our formulation and the applicability of our algorithm to real biological data. As an additional 
test, we aligned 76 Zea mays genes with their 78 homologous proteins, and in all but 5 cases 
PanDA computed perfect alignments, further validating our algorithm. 
3.5.2 Orthologous alignments 
Results for orthologous alignments show the ability of a program to predict coding sequences 
by using proteins from related species. Table 3.2 shows a comparative evaluation of PanDA and 
NAP for orthologous DNA-protein alignments. For each of the programs, the results presented 
are under the parameter settings which we empirically found to yield the best results when 
compared to the GenBank annotation. The parameter values used are q = 9, r = 3, and k = 9 
for PanDA and NAP, and q = 7, r = 1, and k = 9 for aln. For all three programs, Blosum62 
was used as the substitution matrix. As can be seen from Table 3.2, PanDA produces better 
results in more experiments. It is important to note that PanDA never produces an alignment 
with lower score than NAP. Thus, in cases where NAP produces a better result than PanDA 
according to GenBank annotation (presumed to be correct), it is interesting to note that a 
combinatorially suboptimal solution happens to be the biologically preferred solution. We 
tested aln with the same set of sequences as in Table 3.2 and a training set comprising of 
sequences from an unrelated organism, C. elegans. The results obtained were not good. When 
we used sequences from humans as the training set, aln produced perfect alignments in all 
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cases, except for 2 cases. This shows that the quality of results produced by aln depends on 
the training set provided. Hence, for newly sequenced organisms, where a training set may not 
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Figure 3.6 Visualization of the orthologous alignments produced by 
PanDA. For each gene the dark line is the GenBank annotation, 
the following line(s) is coding sequences identified by PanDA. 
The order of the protein is in the same order as in Table 3.2. 
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CHAPTER 4. Large Scale Genome Analysis Using DNA-Protein 
Alignments 
In this chapter, we present a methodology that can be used as a first step to annotate, 
validate and improve genome assemblies in a large-scale. 
4.1 Motivation 
Sequencing of the genomes of many organisms have been either completed or are underway. 
A primary goal of genome sequencing is to uncover the genes in the genome. An assemby of 
the available sequences of an organism is a first step in this direction. 
An experimental limitation of sequencing is the inability to read large sequences. Hence 
sequencing may generate fragments that cover only some portion of the gene region. Traditional 
assembly programs [11, 17], assemble genomes by detecting overlaps between the nucleotide 
sequences given as input. Due to lack of coverage, assembly programs may not be able to 
cover the entire genome or even a single gene region, hence creating multiple contigs. In some 
cases, the fragments obtained from sequencing may cover the entire genome and an assembly of 
such fragments may produce [4, 8] a single contig that represents the entire genome. Another 
consideration in assembly is the possible presence of repeats [7]. Repeats are sequences that 
occur in multiple locations along the genome, either identically or with little variations. The 
assembly programs may assemble repeat sequences that are similar to each other into a single 
contig whereas, it is possible that these repeat sequences correspond to different locations 
along the genome [3]. To avoid this pitfall, the assembly of a genome with repetitive sequences 
involves an iterative repeat masking process [7]. After masking, assembly programs [11, 17, 19] 
can be used to do the clustering and assembly of these nucleotide sequences. 
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One method to annotate, validate and improve assemblies is to use a database of cDNA 
sequences of a closely related organism and do a spliced alignment between the contigs and 
cDNA sequences. Another approach could be to use a database of protein sequences from a 
closely related organism and do a spliced alignment between the contigs and protein sequences. 
Since proteins are conserved across organisms and across generations, a database of protein 
sequences from distant organisms may also be used. As mentioned earlier, such annotations, 
validations and improvements are purely computational and hence experiments may be needed 
to verify the veracity of the computational predictions. 
We explain how comparison of an assembly against a well annotated protein/cDNA se-
quence database helps in annotation, validation and improving quality of assembly. Recall 
that an assembly could comprise of multiple contigs or one sequence representing the entire 
genome. Assume that we have multiple contigs obtained from an assembly. Consider a contig 
that shows high similarity to a well known protein/cDNA, then this is good evidence that the 
contig is a part of a gene that codes for that protein or a part of a gene that transcribes an 
mRNA from which the cDNA was derived. In general, sequence similarity is known to indi-
cate functional similarity. Hence, the contig can be assigned a putative annotation as having 
the same function as that of the protein/cDNA sequence. Similarly, for validation, suppose 
there exists a contig that show similarity to some protein/cDNA sequence, then there is a 
good possibility that this contig may be functionally similar to the protein sequence, hence 
validating the assembly. To improve quality of an assembly, suppose there are multiple contigs 
that show high similarity to disjoint regions of the same protein/cDNA sequence, then it is 
good evidence that these contigs could be assembled together. The assembly programs may 
not have assembled them in the first place, due to lack of coverage or repeat masking. For the 
case of a single sequence representing the entire genome, this approach can be used to assigning 
putative annotations and validating the assembly, by considering regions in the sequence that 
show high similarity to a well known protein/cDNA. 
One straight-forward approach to do annotation, validation or improvement is to do a DNA-
protein or DNA-cDNA spliced alignment between all contigs and all protein/cDNA sequences 
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in the database. To give a rough idea of the time taken for this approach, consider an assem-
bly comprising of 100, 000 contigs. Suppose the number of sequences in the protein/CD NA 
sequence database of a closely related organism is 10, 000. The number of alignments that 
need to be performed is 109 . Even if each alignment takes 1 second, the total time taken to do 
109 alignments is 109 seconds, which is roughly 31 years. 
This motivates the necessity to develop a tool that can perform the above mentioned 
annotation, validation and improvement in reasonable time. In this chapter we present the 
algorithmic ideas and implementation of a parallel software that achieves the same in practical 
time. As mentioned earlier, such large-scale annotation and validation can be done for the 
assembly of any genome. If the entire genome of an organism is sequenced and assembled into 
a single contig, our approach can be used by doing minor changes in the algorithm. Hence our 
method works if multiple contigs of an assembly exist or only a single sequence respresenting 
the entire genome exists. 
4.2 Our approach to annotation, validation and improvement of assemblies 
We approach this problem of annotation, validation and improvement using a protein 
sequence database. The input for this problem is typically, a set a = { a1, a2, ... , an} of DNA 
sequences and a set /3 = {/31, /32, ... , f3m} of protein sequences. The goal is to partition these 
sequences into clusters, such that DNA sequences that are part of the same gene region need 
to be clustered together based on protein evidence. 
One way to avoid the all pairs alignment approach without compromising quality is to look 
for long exact matches between sequences and align only those sequences that have a long 
exact match. This idea was developed and used in PaCE [19], a parallel software designed 
and implemented for clustering of ESTs. Henceforth, we use the terms sequence and string 
interchangeably. We present a brief introduction to the algorithmic ideas of PaCE. 
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4.2.1 PaCE methodology 
The two main phases of PaCE are (i) Building a GST data structure [13] in parallel for 
the input strings (ii) Parallel phase involving cluster management, promising pair generation 
and pairwise alignment. A GST [13], or a generalized suffix tree, for a given set of strings is a 
compacted trie that stores all the suffixes of all the strings. Pairs of strings called promising 
pairs are generated if there exists a maximal common substring of length atleast l between 
the strings. A maximal common substring of a pair of strings is a substring common to both 
the strings that cannot be extended at either end to result in a longer match. Alignments 
are performed on promising pairs, if the pair has not been clustered together already. The 
clustering process completes when there are no more promising pairs and no more alignments 
to be performed. The input to PaCE is a set S = { s1, s2, ... , sn} of DNA sequences, that 
are to be partitioned such that sequences obtained from the same gene end up in the same 
cluster. Note that, the sequences in S are from the alphabet :En. Let N be the total number 
of characters in all the DNA sequences in S. Let l = !if- be the average length of a string. The 
runtime of the GST construction phase is O(n;2 ) = 0( ~1 ). The runtime for the parallel phase 
involving cluster management, promising pair generation and pairwise alignment depends on 
the number of promising pairs generated, the runtime of the pairwise alignment algorithm and 
the runtime of cluster management. 
4.2.2 Implementation of our approach for large-scale annotation, validation and 
improvement of assemblies 
a and f3 as mentioned in section 4.2 are the sets of input sequences. To do the annotation, 
validation and improvement of assemblies in a large-scale, we use the PaCE paradigm with 
some modifications and extensions. The differences are as follows: 
• The GST needs to be constructed for a and /3, where a is a set of sequences over the 
alphabet :En and f3 is a set of sequences over the alphabet :Ep. 
• We need to perform alignments between pairs of sequences, where the pair has one 
sequence from a and the other from (3. 
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• The above mandates that the pair generation algorithm should report only pairs of 
sequences, one sequence from a and the other from (3. 
• The acceptance criteria for an alignment needed to measure the "goodness" of an align-
ment needs to be changed. 
To accomodate the first requirement, the sequences in a were translated in all its 6 reading 
frames to produce a set a', comprising of protein sequences. This is done as a preprocessing 
of the input data and can be done in O(No:) time where No:= Er=1 lail· Now, the sequences 
in a' and f3 belong to the same alphabet ap. Let Nf3 = E~1 lf3il· The parallel GST can be 
constructed over the new set of strings A = a' U f3. The runtime for this phase becomes 0 ( N;l), 
where Nr =No:+ Nf3. 
To accomodate the second requirement, where alignments need to be performed between 
some ai E a and /3j E (3, a few extensions were made to PanDA [20] and the extended version 
was used to obtain the optimal alignments between ai and /3j. The runtime for this phase is 
To accomodate the third requirement, each ai E a, 1 :::; i :::; n was considered a sequence 
of Type 0 and each /3j E f3, 1 :::; j :::; m was considered a sequence of Type 1. Pair generation 
algorithm of PaCE [19] was modified to report only pairs of sequences, where the pair has 
one sequence from a and one the other from (3. Note that, the alignments were performed 
between ai and /3j or ai and /3j where ai is the reverse complement of ai. This is based on 
the pair generated. If a pair (a~,[3j) generated, was such that the a~ was obtained from one 
of the reading frames of reverse strand of ai, then ai is aligned with /3j, else ai is aligned 
with f3j· Notice that, for a case of a single sequence representing the entire genome, lal = l. 
When a promising pair is generated, a block of the genome that contains the maximal common 
substring that led to the generation of this promising pair could be could be aligned with the 
protein sequence. 
The criterion for acceptance of an alignment is normalized score of an alignment. The 
normalized score of an alignment is the score of the alignment, produced by PanDA, over the 
number of amino acids participating in the alignment. The intuition is to detect the average 
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contribution to the score the alignment by each amino acid participating in the alignment. 
The user can set the threshold for the normalized score. 
4.3 Improved gap penalty scoring by PanDA 
In some assemblies, prior knowledge about the sequencing error rate of fragments that are 
used in an assembly is available. If it is known that the fragments obtained from experiments 
have few sequencing errors, then frameshifts due to sequencing errors may not occur frequently. 
It is still possible that frameshifts due to mutations may occur. It has been observed that the 
probability of mutations is less than probability of sequencing artifacts. To handle such cases, 
where possibility of frameshifts is less, PanDA [20] was extended to handle a more sophis-
ticated penalty function, where the penalty issued for an insertion depended on the length. 
An insertion length that is a multiple of 3 is penalized less, when compared to an insertion 
length, that is a non-multiple of 3, hence discouraging the presence of a frameshift in an align-
ment. We outline the modifications done to PanDA, in the existing dynamic programming 
tables and addition of new tables to handle the variable penalty functions. Deletion penalties 
were modeled such that, a deletion of a complete codon is penalized less when compared to 
producing alignments with partial codons. An important note is that not all of the cases in 
figure 3.3 were considered in the problem formulation for this section. From figure 3.3, cases 1 
through 10 and cases 13 through 17 were considered and the remaining cases were not consid-
ered. The reasons are the following: These remaining cases were never observed in an array of 
experiments performed between DNA and protein sequences. Moreover, handling varying gap 
penalty functions was more important for our application to genome analysis than considering 
cases that were likely to be rare. A runtime reduction of about 5 - 10% could be achieved if 
these rare cases were not considered, which was also important for our application. 
We use the following terminology to explain the implementation of the above requirements. 
A nucleotide insertion oflength l, where l = 3t+l, t 2: 0 is called a modl insertion. A nucleotide 
insertion of length l, where l = 3t + 2, t 2: 0 is called a mod2 insertion and a nucleotide 
insertion of length l, where l = 3t, t 2: 1 is called a modO insertion. Three new insertion gap 
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extension penalties were introduced r1, r2 and ro. r1 is the insertion gap extension penalty for 
each insertion in modl insertions, r2 is the insertion gap extension penalty for each insertion 
in mod2 insertions and ro is the insertion gap extension penalty for each insertion in modO 
insertions. Three new deletion gap penalties were also introduced to handle deletions in partial 
codons and deletions of full codons. A partial codon with one deletion gap is penalized di as 
the deletion gap extension. A partial codon with two deletion gaps is penalized d2 as the 
deletion gap extension for each deletion gap. Similarly a full codon deletion is penalized d3 as 
the deletion gap extension for each deletion gap. q remains the insertion/deletion gap opening 
penalty. Penalty for insertions that are larger than the threshold k are given a constant penalty 
of PI· In section 3.3.1, we outlined the recurrences for the I and the II tables. I[i,j] is the 
score of an optimal alignment between A and Bj ending with an insertion. We added three 
new tables and removed the I table to incorporate the new requirements. 
• F I[i, j] = score of an optimal alignment between Ai and Bj that ends with a modl 
insertion. 
• SI[i, j] = score of an optimal alignment between Ai and Bj that ends with a mod2 
insertion. 
• T I[i, j] = score of an optimal alignment between Ai and Bj that ends with a modO 
insertion. 
The definition of II[i, j] remains the same, since an intronic insertion could be of any length 
greater than or equal to k. 
4.3.1 Recurrences for computing table FI, SI, TI and II 
We explain the recurrences for F I[i, j] and a similar explanation holds for SI[i, j] and 
TI[i,j]. For FI[i,j] optimal score of two subproblems may be used to obtain the best score 
between Ai and Bj. One subproblem is optimal score of Ai-1 and Bj with ai as the starting of a 
new insertion gap. The other subproblem is optimal score of Ai-3 and Bj, where the alignment 
between Ai_3 and Bj that ends with a modl insertion. This implies that ai-2ai-lai are being 
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considered as insertions that extend the previous modl insertion, hence still remaining a modl 
insertion in the alignment of Ai with Bj. 
The recurrence for computing table FI is given by: 
FI[i - 3,j] - 3r1, 
FI[i,j] =max T[i - 1,j] - q - r 1, 
o:[i - 1, j] - q - ri 
Similarly, the recurrence for computing table SI and TI is given by: 
SI[i - 3, j] - 3r2, 
SI[i,j] =max T[i - 2,j] - q - 2r2, 
a[i - 2, j] - q - 2r2 
TI[i - 3,j] - 3ro, 
TI[i,j] =max T[i - 2,j] - q - 3r0 , 
a[i-2,j]-q-3ro 
The recurrence for I I[i, j] remains the same as explained in section 3.3.1 
4.3.2 Recurrences for computing T and a 
The recurrences for tables T and a are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively, 
in correspondence to the cases they handle. The recurrences look pretty much similar to the 
ones in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.4. All the references to I table have been removed and FI, SI 
and TI have been introduced. The codon split cases, cases 6 through 10 and case 15 required 
removing of M vectors and the introduction of 3 new vectors for each M vector present in 
section 3.3.2. We explain the new M vectors in the context of Case 6. For case 6, earlier we 
had four M vectors, namely Mx, where x E {A,C,G,T}. 
The idea of creating 3 new tables FI, SI and TI and removing the I table, can be used 
for the M vectors too. In section 3.3.2, Mx[i] was defined as the partial score of an optimal 
alignment such that the pt base of the codon is x E {A, C, G, T}. F Mx[i] is defined as the 
partial score of an optimal alignment such that the the 1st base of the codon is x E {A, C, G, T} 
and the nucleotide insertion is a modl insertion. The recurrence for F Mx [i] is shown below. 
FMx[i] =max 
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FMx[i - 3] - 3r1, 
T[i - 4,j - 1] - q - ri, 
a[i - 4,j - 1] - q - ri, 
FI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - ri, 
SI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - ri, 
TI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - ri, 
IJ[i-4,j-1]-q-r1 
if ai-3 = x 
Note that, earlier Mx[i] was dependent upon Mx[i-1] and hence a single value was sufficient 
to store the max value ifthe computation of the tables proceed columnwise. Now, since FMx[i] 
depends on F Mx[i - 3], we need to keep track of values for a moving window length of 3. 
Similarly, BMx[i] and TMx[i] is defined as the partial score of an optimal alignment such 
that the 1st base of the codon is in x E {A, C, G, T} and the nucleotide insertion is a mod2 
or a modO insertion respectively. The T table's recurrences uses the above F Mx [i] in place of 
Mx[i], see Figure 4.2. The IMx[i] remains as it is, except that the recurrences now use the FI, 
SI and TI tables instead of I. 
BMx[i] =max 
SMx[i - 3] - 3r2, 
T[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
a[i - 5, j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
FI[i - 5,j -1] - q - 2r2, 
SI[i - 5,j -1] - q - 2r2, 
TI[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
II[i - 5,j - 1] - q- 2r2 
if ai-4 = x 
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T Mx[i - 3] - 3ro, 
TMx[i] =max 
T[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
a[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
FI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
SI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
TI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
II[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3r0 
if ai-5 = x 
IMx[i] =max 
IMx[i -1], 
T[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
a[i - k- 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k -1), 
FI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
SI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
TI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
II[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1) 
if ai-k-2 = x 
Similar changes to the tables stored for Mxy,lMxy, M_x,JM_x, Mx_,JMx- are shown below. 
FMxy[i] =max 
FMxy[i - 3] - 3r1, 
T[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1, 
a[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1, 
FI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1, 
SI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1, 
TI[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1, 
II[i - 4,j - 1] - q - r1 
if ai-3ai-2 = xy 
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SMxy[i - 3] - 3r2, 
SMxy[i] =max 
T[i - 5, j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
a[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
FI[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
SI[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
TI[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2, 
II[i - 5,j - 1] - q - 2r2 
if ai-4ai-3 = xy 
TMxy[i - 3] - 3ro, 
T Mxy [i] = max 
T[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
a[i - 6,j -1] - q - 3ro, 
FI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
SI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
TI[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro, 
II[i - 6,j - 1] - q - 3ro 
IMxy[i] =max 
IMxy[i -1], 
T[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
a[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k -1), 
FI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
SI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
TI[i - k - 3,j - 1] - PI+ Bs(i - k - 1), 
II[i - k - 3,j -1] - PI+ Bs(i - k -1) 
if ai-k-2ai-k-l = xy 
For the cases of codon split, where the codon is a partial codon, the insertion penalty is 
based on the insertion length. The deletion penalty for the partial codon is -q - di, since, in 
codon split cases all partial codons have one nucleotide deletion. Moreover, since the deletion 
penalties are given based on each individual codon, a 3rd base deletion in a previous codon and 
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Case 11: Case 14: 
a[i - 1,j -1] + a(ai - -, bj) - q - 2d2 a[i,j -1] - 3d0 
T[i -1,j -1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q- 2d2 T[i,j -1] - q - 3d0 
FI[i - 1,j -1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q- 2d2 FI[i,j -1] - q - 3d0 
SI[i-1,j -1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q- 2d2 SI[i,j -1] -q- 3d0 
TI[i - 1,j - 1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q - 2d2 TI[i,j -1] - q - 3d0 
II[i -1,j -1] + a(ai - -, bi) - q - 2d2 + B3(i -1) II[i,j -1] - q - 3d0 + B3(i) 
Case 12: Case 15: 
a[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q - di FMA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
T[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q - di SMA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
FI[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q _di TMA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
SI[i - 2,j - 1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q - di · · · . 
TI[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q - di FMr-[~] + a(Aai-, bi) 
II[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-iai-, bi) - q - di+ B3(i _ 2) SMr_[i) + a(Aai-, bi) 
TMr-[i] + a(Aai-, bi) 
Case 13: 
a[i - 1, j - 1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q - 2d2 I MA_[i] + a(Aai-, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
T[i - 1, j - 1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q - 2d2 
FJ[i-1,j -1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q- 2d2 IMr-[i] + a(Aai-, bi)+ B3(i- l) 
SI[i-1,j -1] + a(-ai-,bj) - 2q- 2d2 
TI[i -1,j-1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q- 2d2 
II[i - 1,j - 1] + a(-ai-, bi) - 2q - 2d2 + B3(i - 1) 
Figure 4.1 Recurrences for computing a[i, j]. do, di, d2 are the new deletion 
penalties described earlier. The value chosen is the maximum 
of all the entries shown. 
a 1st base deletion in the current codon is not considered a nucleotide deletion gap extension. 
FM_x[i] =max 
FM_x[i - 3] - 3ri, 
T[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
a[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
FI[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q- ri - di, 
S I[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
T I[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
JJ[i - 3,j -1] - 2q - ri - di 
if ai-2 = x 
Case 2: 
a[i - 3, j - 1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bi) 
T[i - 3, j - 1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bi) 
FI[i - 3,j - 1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bj) 
SI[i - 3, j - 1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bi) 
T I[i - 3, j - 1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bj) 
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II[i - 3,j -1] + a(ai-2ai-iai, bj) + B3(i - 3) 
Case 3: 
Cases 7, Case 8: 
FMA_[i] + a(A - ai, bi) 
SMA_[i] + a(A - ai, bi) 
TMA_[i] + a(T- ai, bj) 
FMr-[i] +a(A- ai,bj) 
SMr-[i] + a(A - ai, bj) 
TMr-[i] + a(A - ai, bi) a[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-i - ai, bi) - q - di 
T[i- 2,j -1] + a(ai-i - ai, bj) -q- di 
FI[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-i - ai, bi) - q - di IMA_[i] + a(A- ai, bi)+ B3(i -1) 
SI[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-i - ai, bi) - q- di . . 
TI[i - 2, j - 1] + a(ai-i - ai, bi) - q _di I Mr-[i] + a(T - ai, bj) + B3(i - 1) 
II[i - 2,j -1] + a(ai-i - ai, bi) - q - di+ B3(i - 2) 
Case 4: 
a[i - 2, j - 1] + a(-ai-iai, bj) - q - di 
T[i - 2, j - 1] + a(-ai-iai, bj) - q - di 
FI[i- 2,j -1] + a(-ai-iai, bj) -q- di 
SI[i- 2,j -1] + a(-ai-iai,bj) - q - di 
TI[i - 2,j - 1] + a(-ai-iai, bi) - q - di 
II[i- 2,j-1] + a(-ai-iai,bj)- q-di + B3(i- 2) 
Case 5: 
a[i - 1, j - 1] +a(- - ai, bi) - q - 2d2 
T[i - i, j - 1] +a(- - ai, bi) - q - 2d2 
F I[i - i, j - 1] + a(- - ai, bi) - q - 2d2 
SJ[i-i,j-1] +a(- - ai,bj) -q- 2d2 
TI[i - i, j - 1] +a(- - ai, bj) - q - 2d2 
JJ[i-i,j-1] +a(- -ai,bj)-q-2d2 + B3 (i-1) 
Case 6: 
F MA[i] + a(Aai-iai, bi) 
SMA[i] + a(Aai-iai, bj) 
TMA[i] + a(Aai-iai, bi) 
F Mr[i] + a(Tai-iai, bi) 
SMr[i] + a(Tai-iai, bj) 
T Mr[i] + a(Tai-iai, bi) 
I MA[i] + a(Aai-iai, bi)+ B3(i - 2) 
I Mr[i] + a(Tai-iai, bj) + B3(i - 2) 
Case 9: 
F MAA[i] + a(AAai, bi) 
SMAA[i] + a(AAai, bj) 
T MAA[i] + a(AAai, bi) 
FMrr[i] + a(AAai, bi) 
SMrr[i] + a(AAai, bi) 
TMrr[i] + a(AAai, bi) 
I MAA[i] + a(AAai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
I Mrr[i] + a(TTai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Case 10: 
F M_A[i] + a(-Aai, bi) 
SM-A[i] + a(-Aai, bi) 
™-A[i] + a(-Aai, bj) 
F M_r[i] + a(-Tai, bi) 
SM_r[i] + a(-Tai, bi) 
™-r[i] + a(-Tai, bj) 
I M_A[i] + a(-Aai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
I M_r[i] + a(-Tai, bi)+ B3(i - 1) 
Figure 4.2 Recurrences for computing T[i,j]. d0 ,di,d2 are the new dele-
tion penalties described earlier. The value chosen for T[i, j] is 
the maximum of all the entries shown. 
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SM-x[i - 3] - 3r2, 
SM-x[i] =max 
T[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
a[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
F J[i - 4, j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
SI[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
T I[i - 4, j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
II[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di 
if ai-3 = x 
T M_x[i - 3] - 3ro, 
™-x[i] =max 
T[i - 5,j -1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
a[i - 5,j -1] - q - 3ro - di, 
FJ[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
SI[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
TI[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
II[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di 
if ai-4 = x 
JM_x[i,j] =max 
JM_x[i -1], 
T[i - k - 2,j -1] - q - di - PI+ B5(i - k), 
a[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ B5(i - k), 
FJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ B5(i - k), 
SI[i - k - 2,j -1] - q - di - PI+ B5(i - k), 
TI[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
IJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ B5(i - k) 
if ai-k-i = x 
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FMx-[i - 3] - 3ri, 
T[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
a[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
FMx-[i] =max FJ[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
if ai-2 = x 
SI[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
TI[i - 3,j - 1] - 2q - ri - di, 
I I[i - 3, j - 1] - 2q - ri - di 
SMx-[i - 3] - 2r2, 
T[i - 4,j -1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
a[i - 4,j -1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
BMx-[i] =max FJ[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
if ai-3 = x 
SI[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
T I[i - 4, j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di, 
II[i - 4,j - 1] - 2q - 2r2 - di 
™x-[i - 3] - 3ro, 
T[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
a[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
TMx-[i] =max FI[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
if ai-4 = x 
SI[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
TI[i - 5,j - 1] - 2q - 3ro - di, 
II[i - 5,j -1] - 2q - 3ro - di 
I Mx- [i] = max 
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IMx-[i -1], 
T[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
a[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
FJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
SI[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
TJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - di - PI+ Bs(i - k), 
JJ[i - k - 2,j - 1] - q - d1 - PI+ Bs(i - k) 
4.4 Experimental results 
if ai-k-1 = x 
We implemented our parallel software using C++ and MPI. We present experimental re-
sults, providing evidence that the above approach can be used as a first step to annotate, 
validate, and improve quality of an assembly. The parallel software was tested on the assembly 
produced by the Maize (Zea Mays L.) Genome Assembly project [7]. The goal of the Maize 
Genome Assembly project is to assemble the "gene-rich" portion of the maize genome [7]. An 
assembly is available and each of the contigs in the assembly is called a Maize Assembled 
Genomic !sland, or MAGI, for short. Henceforth, we shall refer to these contigs as MAGis. As 
a proof of concept, we used yeast(S. cerevisiae) proteins, YP for short, to annotate, validate 
and improve the assembly. If our method produced results with YPs that are evolutionarily 
distant from maize, then we would expect our method to work better with protein sequence 
databases of closely related organisms. As explained in section 4.2, the two sets of sequences a 
and (3 are the MAGis and yeast protein sequences. a' is obtained by translating MAGis using 
their 6 reading frames. The number of available MAGis is 114168 and the number of available 
YPs is 6212. Hence lal = 114168, 1!31 = 6212 and la'J = 685008. 
Experiments were performed to find the "right" set of parameters that need to be used by 
PanDA for an alignment between YPs and maize genomic sequences. The clustering of these 
sequences produced the output presented in table 4.1. The clusters were classified into four 
types. Type A clusters are those that have 1 MAGI and 1 YP. Type B clusters are those that 
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= 1 yp > 1 yp 
= 1 MAGI 614 29 
> 1 MAGI 162 84 
Table 4.1 Number of Type A, B, C, D MAGI-YP clusters 
= 1 RP > 1 RP 
= 1 MAGI 1430 417 
> 1 MAGI 1062 1210 
Table 4.2 Number of Type A, B, C, D MAGI-RP clusters 
have 1 MAGI and more than 1 YP. Type C clusters are those that have more than 1 MAGI 
and 1 YP. Type D clusters are those that have more than 1 MAGI and more than 1 YP. Type 
A clusters could be considered as candidates for annotations of the MAGis. Similarly, Type C 
clusters could be considered as possible cases of improving the assembly, by providing evidence 
to merge MAGis. Another observation from Type C clusters is that the MAGis could be 
paralogs. 
A preliminary set of results were obtained using rice proteins, RP for short. The number 
of RP used is 12867. The results are presented in table 4.2. Note that, each of the above 
clusters are candidates for annotation and improvement. Our software is a first step towards 
annotating and improving the assembly. Hence, further experimental processes are mandatory 
to establish the veracity of our results. 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 give details about the number of clusters that could be informative. 
Notice, that the number of clustered MAGis is higher when rice proteins are used. This 
justifies the hypothesis that, using protein sequences from closely related organisms leads to 
more putative annotations, and candidate contigs for improvement of assembly. 
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Number of non-singleton clusters 889 
Number of YP singleton clusters 5051 
Number of MAGI singleton clusters 112419 
Number of clustered MAGis 1749 (1.53%) 
Number of clustered YPs 1151 (18.6%) 
Table 4.3 MAGI-YP Clustering Statistics 
Number of non-singleton clusters 4119 
Number of RP singleton clusters 4264 
Number of MAGI singleton clusters 101563 
Number of clustered MAGis 12605 (11.04%) 
Number of clustered RPs 1948 (31.35%) 
Table 4.4 MAGI-RP Clustering Statistics 
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusions And Future Work 
We presented a space-conserving optimal alignment algorithm between a DNA sequence and 
a protein sequence. Our main contributions include a comprehensive treatment of all possible 
scenarios relevant to DNA-protein alignments and computing of optimal alignments using only 
four O(mn) sized dynamic programming tables, where m and n are the lengths of the input 
sequences. Thus, we do not need to use Hirschberg's [16] memory reduction technique to make 
our algorithm practically useful. This makes the implementation much easier. We developed a 
software named PanDA, that implements the above algorithm. Experimental results indicate 
the robustness and accuracy of our algorithm for both homologous and orthologous alignments. 
We have also presented a parallel software that can be used to annotate, validate and improve 
the quality of an assembly in a large-scale. The novelty of this method lies in comparing 
assembled contigs with protein sequences from closely related organisms. Again, experimental 
results indicate that this approach identifies interesting alignments that can annotate and 
improve the quality of an assembly. We also presented extensions to PanDA, that can handle 
sophisticated insertion gap penalty functions, hence providing more flexibility to the user of the 
software. However, there is scope for improvement in quality ofresults, run-time of PanDA and 
our parallel software that internally uses the extended version of PanDA, motivating further 
research and development. 
5.1 Future Work 
5.1.1 Improving run-time 
The run-time of PanDA is O(mn) where m and n are the lengths of the DNA and protein 
sequences respectively. Although the runtime of O(mn) is typical of most sequence alignment 
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algorithms, it can be observed from the number of recurrences that the constant in our algo-
rithm is quite high. This can be attributed to the completeness of the problem formulation 
and also to the computation of the optimal score of an alignment. It may be worthwhile to 
see if the constant can be reduced with just four dynamic programming tables. 
The runtime of our parallel software is dominated by the number of DNA protein alignments 
that are performed using PanDA. Hence any runtime improvement in PanDA would reduce 
the runtime of the parallel software drastically. 
5.1.2 Improving quality of results 
We noticed that if PanDA did not use prior knowledge about the quality of the DNA se-
quence, then the quality of alignments produced were acceptable, but not great. The extended 
version of PanDA improves this quality by providing a sophisticated scoring mechanism for 
insertion gap penalties. A similar sophistication for deletion gap penalties would improve the 
quality of alignments much more and give more flexibility to the user. Similarly, in our parallel 
software, the criterion for acceptance of an alignments is the normalized score of an alignment. 
In general, a better measure for the "goodness" of an alignment is needed. 
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